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Gheury, Jacques

From: Van Bossuyt M. <MVanBossuyt@febeliec.be>
Sent: 21 September 2016 14:56
To: consult.1556; Tirez, Andreas
Cc: febeliec
Subject: Febeliec answer to the consultation of the CREG on its Project of Decision (B)160825-

CDC-1556 on the adaptation of the functioning rules of the market for the compensation 
of quarter-hourly imbalances

Beste Andreas, 

 

Gelieve hieronder het antwoord van Febeliec terug te vinden met betrekking tot de openbare raadpleging van de 

CREG over het voorstel van Elia tot goedkeuring van de werkingsregels van de markt voor de compensatie van de 

kwartieronevenwichten. 

 

Indien er bijkomende vragen of opmerkingen zouden zijn, aarzel niet me te contacteren. 

 

Vriendelijke groeten, 

 

Michaël 

 

 

Febeliec answer to the consultation of the CREG on its Project of Decision (B)160825-CDC-1556 on the adaptation 

of the functioning rules of the market for the compensation of quarter-hourly imbalances 

 

FEBELIEC welcomes the consultation by CREG on the proposal of Elia on the adaptation of the functioning rules of the 

market for the compensation of quarter-hourly imbalances. With respect to the project of decision of the CREG, 

Febeliec would like to make following comments: 

• Febeliec agrees with the CREG on the importance of the mechanism for the compensation of the quarter-

hourly imbalances. Febeliec agrees with the CREG in its observation of the increasing position of flexibility of 

the demand side in the provision of ancillary services for the compensation of quarter-hourly imbalances as 

well as the need to attract new market players, while prevailing a balance between a reasonable remuneration 

and regulation of this market segment because of the limitation of the number of potential suppliers. Febeliec 

also strongly supports the CREG’s vision on keeping sufficient flexibility in the mechanism to cater to future 

evolutions in order to increase the number of participants to this market segment and this in order to increase 

competition and thus lower ancillary service costs for the grid users. Furthermore, Febeliec totally agrees with 

the CREG on the need for adequate transparency on offers as well activations, in order to avoid abusive 

behaviour.  

• Febeliec also iterates its very strong support to the central role of the BRP in the electricity system, with each 

BRP being responsible for his individual imbalance, with the TSO only responsible to solve the residual system 

imbalance, based on a mechanism with sufficient incentives as well as penalties for BRPs in order to encourage 

them to fulfil their balancing responsibility role to the best possible extent, and thus avoiding possible strategic 

bidding and imbalance gaming behaviour.  

• Febeliec supports the evolution of tertiary reserve (mFRR) products towards more technology neutrality, in 

order to create a level playing field between all technologies and sources of flexibility. Febeliec has always 

pleaded for opening up all parts of the tertiary reserve for non-CIPU units, in order to attract more participants 

and volume in an effort to increase competition. Febeliec takes note that the project of decision clearly states 

that CIPU-units will be allowed to bid into R3 standard as well as R3 flex products simultaneously, but, as this 

is not explicitly mentioned, whether this will also be possible for non-CIPU units, as this would otherwise lead 

to a non-level playing field. Febeliec hopes that the discussion on the transfer of energy and the required 

modifications of the law will be quickly implemented in order to allow a level-playing field. Moreover, Febeliec 

also hopes that an activation price for R3 flexibility of non-CIPU units will soon be established, in order to be 

able to move towards a true merit order activation of R3 in the near future. A further complete opening of 

this segment of ancillary services towards flexibility situated in the distribution grids will hopefully also soon 

follow. 
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• With respect to the order of activation of tertiary reserves, Febeliec can agree with the proposal insofar no 

true merit order activation is yet possible, and under this condition follows the approach of the CREG and Elia 

on the order of activation based on the total number of possible activations of the reserved capacity (Cf. the 

lack of an activation price for non-CIPU units). Febeliec however pleads to a removal of this barrier as soon as 

possible, in order to allow true market functioning. Febeliec would also like to point towards a possible 

mistake that has slipped into the text of the decision (p14 of the Dutch version: “Binnen de twee groepen 

aanbiedingen van R3 standaard en flex worden de aanbiedingen met betrekking tot de CIPU-eenheden 

geactiveerd vóór deze van niet-CIPU-eenheden. Dit is te verantwoorden doordat de aanbiedingen met 

betrekking tot CIPU-eenheden geen aanleiding geven tot correctie van de evenwichtsperimeter van de 

betrokken ARP en doordat de activering van deze middelen niet wordt vergoed. Door ze achteraan in de lijst 

van oproepen in hun groep van aanbiedingen te plaatsen, kan men de impact van deze activeringen op de prijs 

van de reserveringsaanbiedingen verminderen.).” Febeliec believes that the second sentence should read non-

CIPU instead of CIPU units. 

• Febeliec also strongly supports the comment from the CREG on the need of the bidladder project, in order to 

allow all non-contracted flexibility from non-CIPU units to participate to the balancing market, in order to 

increase competition. Indeed, Febeliec has already been pleading many years for such solution and welcomes 

the support from the CREG on this point. Febeliec would also like to point out in this context, as also 

communicated in the Elia consultation on the bidladder project, that participation with a very small part of 

the potential flexibility of a non-CIPU unit towards a reservation-based R3 product should in no case preclude 

its participation with the remaining flexibility towards the bidladder, while this is at this point still mutually 

exclusive and thus a barrier for participation to both types of products, as a non-CIPU unit operator will always 

have to make a difficult ex-ante trade-off between participation in either products.  
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